Cost/Info/Suggestions
BTHS is required by the Florida Building Code to have a total of 160 parking spaces for its current
population. We have created a total of 900.
We have 750 rising Seniors who will be given priority to purchase a parking pass. Traditionally about
80% of Seniors purchase a parking pass. That total would be approximately 600 Seniors.
This would leave approximately 300 parking spaces for Juniors. There are 800 Juniors. Traditionally
about 500 Juniors try to purchase a parking pass.
No sophomores….no exceptions.
The most equitable way to determine which Juniors receive a parking pass is to have a lottery.
Our suggestion is that Juniors should try and share a parking pass with a friend or two. A Junior lottery
winner will be given a hanging parking pass. He/she can then drive their own vehicle or let one of their
friends, that they are sharing their spot with, drive that individual’s vehicle. The hanging parking pass
must be displayed in the rear-view window and that vehicle must park in the designated parking
spot/area.
Example: Drive to one person’s house and car-pool to BT. Using the lottery winner’s hanging tag anyone
can drive and park in the designated spot/area.
Waiting list: If you were one of the unfortunate Juniors to not have their name selected in the lottery
there is still a glimmer of hope. Some students move over the summer break or transfer to another
school or somehow more parking spots become available. A waiting list form will be available in the
main cafeteria starting Wednesday, February 24th. This form should be turned in between February 24th
and February 26th in the main cafeteria where all parking transactions are taking place. If any spots
become available selected students will be notified.
Comparisons and Cost:

B.T.H.S.

$100

925 Parking Spaces

Creekside HS

$100

800 Parking Spaces

Nease HS

$100

630 Parking Spaces

P.V.H.S.

$100

450 Parking Spaces

The fee charged to students at BT is allocated for: 2 full time parking lot attendants
1 full time Security Guard.
Resurfacing and painting all concrete lots
Installation and leveling of all aggregate lots
Purchase of hanging tags
Concrete wheel stops in all lots
Miscellaneous (speed bumps, signage, etc.)

